
Good further development - the MAX Black
Edition mobile workstation from ACD

Elektronik

Good things are now even better - the new MAX BE mobile workstation

The Mobile Workstation MAX is one of ACD
Elektronik's success stories. With the latest
version, the MAX Black Edition, the Mobile
Workstation has been further improved. Not
only the colour of the MAX BE is new, an
elegant black, but some other components,
such as the improved keyboard and mouse
tray also have been optimized.

The new MAX BE also has been enhanced with a base frame with a 10 mm x 10 mm
perforated grid. Various commercially available accessories, such as pen holders,
hooks, document holders or magnetic holders can be easily and flexibly attached to this
without the need for time-consuming assembly. Furthermore, the side columns of the
new mobile workstations have been fitted with two outer groove profiles. This makes it
easy to attach scanner holders etc. using slot nuts without drilling holes.

Proven features remain

The new MAX BE Mobile Workstation provides the different performance classes and
the two battery technologies lead fleece and lithium-ion. There is also a deep-freeze
version of the new MAX BE mobile workstation, the MAX BE TK, which can also be
used at temperatures as low as -28 °C. The tried-and-tested BWS-R battery roll change
system and our extensive modular system with numerous options and accessories are
also still available so that you can optimize your MAX for your individual area of
application.

Uprade for our PowerBox - the new PB300 Black Edition Li-Ion

As part of the further development of
our Mobile Workstation, the PowerBox
PB300 Li-Ion for location-independent
working has also been upgraded. The
new PB300 BE Li-Ion impresses with its
modern design and improved values.

Compared to the previous version, the PowerBox PB300 Li-Ion, the weight has been
significantly reduced. At just 24 kg instead of 28 kg, the PB300 Black Edition is
considerably lighter and more flexible to use. In addition, the battery capacity has been
increased from 12.8 V/60 Ah to 12.8 V/64.8 Ah. The two side handles for easy
transportation have been retained from the previous PowerBox and the integrated RCD
still ensures that people and connected devices are protected from residual currents.
The lithium iron phosphate battery remains maintenance-free.

The PowerBox PB300 BE Li-Ion has the following connection options:

1x 230 V AC or optionally 1x 24 V DC
2x USB-A (5V/2.1 A)

The development of other models with a larger battery capacity is also possible on
request.

ACD All-in-One

The ACD All-in-One is ACD Elektronik's all-round carefree package for firmware,
operating systems, ACD apps and programs. An ACD All-in-One contract gives you
extended access to our download portal and the latest information, upgrades and
updates are always available to you. With the ACD All-in-One, you are always up to
date.

The following new features are available on our download portal:

All the necessary documents for the new MFT15SE vehicle terminal with 15-inch
display are available on the download portal.
Also all important documents for the MAX BE Mobile Workstation will be available
to download in future.
A new image is available for our M270SE Mobile Handheld Ccomputer. New in
version V2.2 is the WLAN platform including a new driver to optimize WLAN
performance. In addition, a camera including flash has been prepared on the
software side and the volume has been optimized. Furthermore, all security
patches have been brought up to date.

There is also a new image for the M2Smart®SE. Here too, version V2.2 optimizes
the WLAN platform including a new driver to further improve WLAN performance.
The security patches have also been updated.
In the latest version V2.42 of ACD EasyToConnect 2.0 for Android™, automatic
pairing confirmation for ACD devices can now be switched on and off. The user
will also be notified of the necessary settings for use in the future. Furthermore,
the autostart can also be switched on and off for devices with Android™ 11.
The ACD HasciDataService settings can be password-protected from version
V1.71 onwards. In addition, the autostart of the app interface can be switched on
and off and the settings have been restructured and clearly displayed. As with
ACD EasyToConnect 2.0 for Android™, automatic pairing confirmation for ACD
devices can be switched on and off.
From version V1.31, the license manager will be permanently integrated into ACD
KioskMode. Furthermore, the app has been revised in terms of usability and
released for additional devices.
The ACD KioskBrowser has also been revised with version V1.16 to improve
usability. The KioskBrowser has also been released for additional devices. The
app has also been enhanced with several new features, such as a website zoom.
There is also a new version V1.21 of ACD KeyConfig. This has also been
revised and improved in terms of usability.
The API V1.18 for the M2UHF-RFID to support UHF tags with EPC ID with
lengths of up to 64 bytes (32 words) is now available for download, including the
M2UHF-RFID API documentation V1.18.

Curious now?

Request your free trial of our new MAX Black Edition mobile workstation today. Our
sales team will be happy to provide you with further information or answer any
questions you may have about the configuration options for our mobile workstations.

We look forward to receiving your call or inquiry at sales@acd-elektronik.de.

Best regards from Achstetten
Sales Team Logistic Solutions
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